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Abstract—Contextual bandit serves as an invaluable tool to
balance the exploration vs. exploitation trade-off in various
applications like online recommendation. In many applications,
heterogeneous information network (HIN) can be derived to
provide rich side information for contextual bandits, such as
different types of attributes and relationships among users and
items. In this paper, we propose the first HIN-assisted contextual
bandit framework, which utilizes a given HIN to assist contextual
bandit learning. The proposed framework uses meta-paths in
HIN to extract rich relations among users and items for the
contextual bandit. The main challenge is how to leverage these
relations, since users’ preference over items, the target of our
online learning, are closely related to users’ preference over
meta-paths, however it is unknown which meta-path a user
prefers more. We propose the HUCB algorithm to address such
a challenge. For each meta-path, the HUCB algorithm employs
an independent base bandit algorithm to handle online item
recommendation by leveraging the relationship captured in this
meta-path. The bandit master is then employed to learn users’
preference over meta-paths to dynamically combine base bandit
algorithms with a balance of exploration-exploitation trade-off.
Experimental results on real datasets from LastFM and Yelp
demonstrate the efficacy of the HUCB algorithm.

I. Introduction
Contextual bandit provides a principled online method to
optimize the performance of various systems, e.g., recommender systems, through learning from interactions with the
user. For the contextual bandit based online recommendation
algorithms [1], [2], each item is mapped as an arm in the
contextual bandit, the observed information of an item with
regarding to a given user is mapped as its contextual vector,
and the user’s feedback to that item (e.g., click action) is
mapped as a reward. The algorithm sequentially recommends
items to the user, and acquires the user’s feedback to the
recommended item. The goal of the algorithm is to discover
an item recommendation (arm selection) strategy on the fly,
so that the user’s feedbacks in the long run can be optimized,
i.e., cumulative reward is maximized. In general, the algorithm
needs to make a trade-off between exploitation (i.e., leveraging
users’ known preference) and exploration (i.e., revealing users’
unknown preference).
In many applications, heterogeneous information, such as
different types of attributes and relationships of users and
items, is usually available. For example, on Yelp1 , a social
1 https://www.yelp.com/

network exists since users can follow other users; The location
based businesses have categories, and users can write reviews
to businesses as well. Such heterogeneous information captures rich relations among users and items, thus has a high
potential to improve bandit learning, since knowledge gathered
about a user or an item can be used to assist the parameter
learning of other users or items. However, previous contextual
bandit algorithms either do not consider any relationships
among users and arms [2], [3], or leverage only one single
relationship, e.g., users’ friendships [4], [5], [6]. This paper
is the first to utilize rich heterogeneous information to assist
bandit learning.
This paper proposes a new contextual bandit framework
called HIN-assisted contextual bandit, where a heterogeneous
information network (HIN) and a set of selected metapaths in the HIN are given. Formally, the HIN [7] is a
framework to represent many types of entities and relations
in a unified manner. For example, Figure 1 shows a simple example of HIN built from Yelp, which contains relations between users, categorical and geographical attributes
of businesses (i.e., arms), etc. Each meta-path defines a
new composite relation on HIN. For example, the meta-path
‘user!business!category!business’ in Figure 1 depicts how
users prefer businesses with similar categories. In a HINassisted contextual bandit, the objective is still to learn an
arm selection (or item recommendation) strategy, by utilizing
the given HIN and selected relations, so that users’ overall
satisfaction (cumulative reward) can be maximized.
The main challenge of designing arm selection strategy
while utilizing given relations is that users’ preference over
relations (or meta-paths) as well as over items are correlated,
and both these preferences are unknown. In other words, we
need to learn both preferences in an online manner while
balancing the exploration-exploitation trade-off. To address
the challenge, we design the HUCB algorithm. In the HUCB
algorithm, users’ preference over arms under different metapaths are learned online by a group of independent base bandit
algorithms which handle the exploitation-exploration trade-off.
Furthermore, we learn the user’s preference over meta-paths
based on the performance of base bandit algorithms, i.e., if
one base bandit algorithm can predict the user’s preference
over arms more accurately, the user’s preference on this metapath will be enlarged. However, inferring users’ preference
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over meta-paths solely based on historical performance of
base bandit algorithms will lead to an suboptimal solution,
i.e., trapped by suboptimal base bandits. For example, a
base bandit algorithm which is exploratory initially (i.e., bad
performance) but can excel later on may not be selected. Thus,
we also develop a bandit master to dynamically ensemble base
bandit algorithms while balancing the explore/exploit trade-off
in learning user’s preference over meta-paths. Experimental
results on real datasets from LastFM and Yelp, show that
the HUCB algorithm significantly outperforms the baseline
algorithms.
In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• We formulate the first HIN-assisted contextual bandit to
leverage rich relations on a given heterogeneous information network (Section II).
• We design the HUCB algorithm for HIN-assisted contextual bandit by dynamic ensembling a set of base bandit
algorithms that learn users’ preference under different
meta-paths (Section III).
• We conduct extensive experiments on real datasets from
Yelp and LastFM, and demonstrate the efficacy of the
HUCB algorithm (Section IV).
II. Problem Formulation
In this section, we first briefly introduce the traditional
contextual bandit, then we generalize it to leverage heterogeneous information represented in a heterogeneous information
network (HIN).
A. Contextual Bandit
In contextual bandit, given a finite set of N 2 N+ arms
denoted by A, an agent aims to maximize cumulative reward
in T 2 N+ decision rounds through interacting with users. In
recommendation application, the agent can be mapped as the
recommender system, and each arm a 2 A can be mapped as
an item. At each round t = 1, . . . , T 2 N+ , a subset of arms
At ✓ A is shown to the agent. Each arm a 2 At is associated
with a d-dimensional contextual vector xa,t 2 Rd , which
describes the observable information of arm a and a given
user u at round t, where d 2 N+ . Based on the contextual
information {xa,t }a2At , as well as the selected arms and
received rewards at previous rounds, the agent chooses an arm
at from At , shows the arm at to the user u, and receives a
new reward or feedback denoted by ru,at ,t 2 F. For example,
F = {0, 1} models a binary reward, while F = R models a
continuous reward.
The goal of the agent is to maximize
the expected cumuPT
⇤
lative reward in T rounds. Let
t=1 E[ru,at ,t ] denote the
maximum expected cumulative reward in T rounds, where
a⇤t 2 At is the optimal arm at round t for user u, i.e.,
E[ru,a⇤t ,t ] E[ru,a,t ], 8a 2 At . The goal of contextual bandit
is to minimize the cumulative regret in T rounds:
PT
R(T ) , t=1 E[ru,a⇤t ,t ] E[ru,at ,t ] .
(1)

A smaller regret R(T ) implies that the cumulative reward is
close to the optimal cumulative reward. The agent needs to

make a trade-off between exploitation (i.e., choose the best
arm estimated from the reward history) and exploration (i.e.,
enquire arms to reveal users’ unknown preference).
In standard contextual bandit problem, the reward ru,at ,t is a
function related to the contextual vector xat ,t and an unknown
parameter vector ✓u . The parameter vector ✓u can be mapped
as user u’s preference, and is what the agent wants to learn.
Let ✏t denote a random variable representing the random noise
in the reward. The reward in the LinUCB algorithm [2] is:
ru,at ,t = xTat ,t ✓u + ✏t ,
while hLinUCB algorithm [3] considers a reward function
ru,at ,t = (xat ,t , vat )T ✓u + ✏t ,
where vat 2 Rl denotes the unknown hidden features associated with arm at that the agent also needs to learn.
B. HIN-assisted Contextual Bandit
Previous works estimate {✓u } (and {va } if applicable)
either independently for each user (for each arm) [2], [3], or
considering a single relationship, for example, users’ friendship [6]. However, in many cases, additional information regarding to users and arms, e.g., users’ friendships, categorical
and geographical attributes of arms, can be obtained. Such
information is beneficial to bandit learning, as they reveal
the dependency between users and arms, thus the knowledge
gathered about a user or an arm can be leveraged to improve
parameter learning of other users or arms. Heterogeneous
information network, whose nodes are of different types and
links among nodes represent different relations, has been
shown as an effective way to represent all these information in
a unified framework [8], [9]. Moreover, different types of relations among users and arms can be obtained in heterogeneous
information network and we aim to leverage those relations to
assist bandit learning.
Heterogeneous information network (HIN). We first give
a formal definition of heterogeneous information network.
Definition 1 (HIN). A heterogeneous information network
is defined as a directed graph G = (V, E, K, R, , ), where
each element of the graph is defined as follows:
•
•

•
•
•
•

V denotes a finite set of V 2 N+ nodes representing
users, arms, etc.;
E ✓ V ⇥ V denotes a finite set of directed edges, with
[v1 , v2 ] 2 E indicating a directed edge from v1 2 V to
v2 2 V;
K denotes a set of all possible types associated with
nodes;
R denotes a set of all possible types associated with
edges;
: V ! K denotes a node type mapping function, which
prescribes a type (v) for each node v 2 V;
: E ! R denotes an edge type mapping function, which
prescribes a type ([v1 , v2 ]) for each edge [v1 , v2 ] 2 E.
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Fig. 1. A single example HIN from Yelp.

Figure 1 shows an example of heterogeneous information
network built on Yelp. It contains four types of nodes, i.e., K =
{“user”, “business”, “location”, “category”}, and four types
of links, i.e., R = { “user!business”, “business$location”,
“business$category”, “user$user”}. One can observe that
(u1 )=“user”, (b1 )=“business” and (u1 ! b1 ) =
“user!business”.
In this paper, we emphasize that the HIN is allowed
to be time-varying. Denote the HIN at round t as Gt =
(Vt , Et , K, R, , ). Here the node set Vt and edge set Et may
vary over round t, capturing that outdated items may be deleted
or new item may be added. We consider a class of HIN Gt
satisfying that the type of each edge is uniquely determined by
the corresponding starting node type and ending node type. For
example, Figure 1 satisfies above property and (u1 ! b1 ) =
(u3 ! b2 ) = “user!business”. To simplify presentation, we
define a relation function R : K ⇥ K ! R to capture above
property, which satisfies that (v1 ! v2 ) = R( (v1 ), (v2 )),
where v1 , v2 2 Vt .
To extract rich relations from HIN, one can use the metapath technique [8], [9], [10]. Formally, a meta-path is defined
as follows.
Definition 2 (Meta-path). A meta-path of length m 2 N+
is defined as a path over node types, and is denoted by
p , (K0 ! K1 ! . . . ! Km ),
where K0 , K1 , . . . , Km 2 K denote m + 1 node
types. This meta-path defines a new composite relation
R(K0 , K1 )R(K1 , K2 ) . . . R(Km 1 , Km ) between node type
K0 and Km .
For example, “user!business!category!business” is a
meta-path in Figure 1. It characterizes users’ preference on
the business with similar categories. The semantics of a path
(v0 ! v1 ! . . . ! vm ) in a HIN, where v0 , v1 , . . . , vm 2
Vt , can be summarized by a meta-path p = ( (v0 ) !
(v1 ) ! . . . ! (vm )). For example, the semantics of
the path “u1 ! b1 ! Coffee&Tea ! b2 ” and the path
“u2 ! b2 ! Coffee&Tea ! b3 ” are summarized by the
meta-path “user!business!category!business”. The metapath carries rich similarity information among users or items
(details are in the next section), which can be utilized to
speed up the bandit learning. We next present our problem
formulation so to make this point clearer.

Problem Formulation. In the HIN-assisted contextual bandit,
the agent learns to maximize the cumulative reward in T
rounds through interacting with users. In each round t, besides
a finite set of arms denoted by At and their associated
contextual vectors {xa,t |a 2 At }, a heterogeneous information
network Gt , and a finite set of selected meta-paths denoted
by P are given. Without loss of generality, we normalize
the contextual vector such that kxa,t k2 = 1. Based on the
1
interactions in previous t 1 rounds, i.e., {(a⌧ , ru,a⌧ ,⌧ )}t⌧ =1
,
and the relations defined by the given meta-paths P in the
HIN Gt , the agent selects an arm at 2 At , receiving the
reward ru,at ,t . The problem in HIN-assisted contextual bandit
is to find an arm selection (or item recommendation) strategy
that can effectively leverage the given relations, so that the
cumulative regret in Eq. (1) is minimized.
III. Algorithm & Theoretical Analysis
In this section, we propose the HUCB algorithm for HINassisted contextual bandit. We first present the learning of
users’ preference over arms/items under each meta-path via
the independent base bandit algorithm, then we describe how
to ensemble these base bandit algorithms via the bandit master.
A. Base Bandit Algorithm under Meta-path p
We first quantify similarities among users and items under
the user-centric meta-path and arm-centric meta-path. Then,
two base bandit algorithms are developed to leverage above
two types of similarities.
Similarities induced by a meta-path. This paper mainly
focuses on two classes of meta-paths characterized by the format “user! . . . !user!arm” or “user!arm! . . . !arm”,
formally:
• User-centric meta-path: p = (K0 ! . . . ! Km 1 !
Km ) with K0 = Km 1 =“user” and Km =“arm”.
• Arm-centric meta-path: p = (K0 ! K1 ! . . . ! Km )
with K0 =“user” and K1 = Km =“arm”.
For example, in Yelp, each business corresponds to an arm,
and in Figure 1, “user!user!business” is a user-centric metapath, while “user!business!category!business” is an armcentric meta-path. The intuition of using user-centric and armcentric meta-paths are to find arms that similar users like,
and to diffuse the observed users’ preference to similar arms
respectively.
Given a user-centric (or an arm-centric) meta-path, we apply the commonly-used approach, i.e., computing commuting
matrices [7], to quantify similarities among users (or among
arms). For a user-centric (or an arm-centric) meta-path p,
we denote the derived similarity matrix between users, i.e.,
between K0 and Km 1 (or between arms, i.e., between K1
and Km ) as S̃p,t (Sp,t ). Due to page limit, one can refer to
technical report [11] for details.
Base bandit algorithm for user-centric meta-path. Wang
et. al. [6] proposed the factorUCB algorithm to leverage users’
friendships. Thus, for user-centric meta-paths, the factorUCB
algorithm can be directly taken as the base bandit algorithm
e p,t .
under meta-path p, with similarities among users as S
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Base bandit algorithm for arm-centric meta-path. Due to
page limit, please refer to technical report [11] for details of
base bandit algorithms for arm-centric meta-path.
B. A Dynamic Ensemble of Base Bandit Algorithms
Given a set of meta-paths P, for each meta-path p 2 P,
a base bandit algorithm can be developed as described in
Section III-A to leverage the relation under meta-path p. Next,
we consider how to learn users’ preference over different metapaths so to ensemble these base bandit algorithms. Observe
that the user’s preference to one specific meta-path is closely
related to the performance of the base bandit algorithm under
that meta-path. For example, if the user prefers items that his
friends like, then the base bandit algorithm under the metapath “user!user!item” may have better performance; while
for the user who enjoys items of the same category as that
they consumed, the base bandit algorithm under the meta-path
“user!item!category!item” may be more effective. Thus
we try to learn the user’s preference over meta-paths based on
the performance of base bandit algorithms.
Note that one cannot infer users’ preference over metapaths solely based on the historical performance of base bandit
algorithms, since it will lead to an suboptimal solution, for
example, a base bandit algorithm which is exploratory initially
but excels later on might fall out of favor. Thus we employ
another bandit algorithm, called bandit master, for each user,
to learn users’ preference over meta-paths with explorationexploitation trade-off balanced, so to dynamically ensemble
base bandit algorithms.
More specifically, the bandit master uses the vector wu,t =
|P|
1
[wu,t
, . . . , wu,t ] 2 R|P| to represent the user u’s preference
p
over different meta-paths, i.e, wu,t
represents the user u’s
preference on meta-path p at time t. Note that user u’s
preference on meta-path p also denotes his preference on the
base bandit algorithm under meta-path p. For simplicity, in
the following, we describe wu,t as user u’s preference over
different base bandit algorithms. At each round t, the bandit
master samples a base bandit algorithm pt according to wu,t ,
shows the arm selected by the base bandit algorithm pt to
the user, receives feedback, and updates wu,t accordingly.
The above process handles the exploration-exploitation tradeoff, since wu,t is updated based on historical performance
of base bandit algorithms under different meta-paths (i.e.,
exploitation), while selecting arms by sampling a base bandit
algorithm pt (i.e., exploration).
The detailed steps of the HUCB algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1. Specifically, the bandit master sets
1
i
wu,0
= |P|
, 8i = 1, . . . , |P| at the beginning, implying each
base bandit algorithm has equal probability to be selected. At
each round t, the probability distribution ŵu,t is generated
from wu,t to sample a base bandit algorithm pt (line 2).
Here, the parameter represents the probability of uniformly
exploring base bandit algorithms, and it prevents some base
bandit algorithms never being selected. Then the bandit master
selects the arm with the largest upper confidence bound value
under base bandit algorithm pt to recommend to the user, and

Algorithm 1: The HUCB algorithm
Input: 1 , 2 2 (0, +1), , 2 (0, 1).
1
i
, 8i = 1, . . . |P|;
Init: wu,0
= |P|
for p = 1, 2, . . . , |P| do
initialize base bandit algorithm p;
1

for t = 1, 2, ..., T do

2

p
set ŵu,t
= (1

p
wu,t

)P

j

1

j
wu,t

+
1

|P| ,

for p 2 P;

sample a base bandit algorithm pt according to
ŵu,t ;
select the arm at using base bandit algorithm pt ;
get the user’s feedback ru,at ,t ;
for p = 1, 2, . . . , |P| do
with the interaction record (u, at , ru,at ,t ),
update the base bandit algorithm p;
r
take lp,t = P u,at ,t p0 if apt = at , otherwise

3
4
5
6
7
8

p0
p0 :at =at

ŵu,t

lp,t = 0 ;
p
p
p
update wu,t
by wu,t
= wu,t

9

1

exp(⌘lp,t ).

receives the feedback ru,at ,t (lines 3 5). Then the bandit
master updates every base bandit algorithm p 2 P with the
newly received feedback (lines 6 9). The updating process
includes two parts: (1) updating the base bandit model (line
7); (2) updating the weight vector wu,t (lines 8 9): if the
base bandit algorithm under meta-path p also selects the arm
p
at , i.e., apt = at , wu,t
will be exponentially boosted by a factor
ru,at ,t
p
p
p
⌘· P
p0 , otherwise wu,t = wu,t 1 . Here at denotes
p0
p0 :at =at

ŵu,t

the arm selected by the base bandit algorithm under meta-path
p at time t, and the hyper-parameter ⌘ controls the extent of
boosting. In fact, the bandit master adopts a similar algorithm
as the Exp3 algorithm [12], we note that one can also use
other algorithms that learns from experts [13].
C. Regret Analysis of HUCB
Due to space limit, one can refer to technical report [11]
for more details of regret analysis.
IV. Experiments on Real Datasets
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the HUCB
algorithm on two real-world datasets from LastFM and Yelp.
Baselines. We compare the proposed HUCB algorithm with
the following algorithms.
•

•
•

•

LinUCB [2]: the state-of-the-art contextual bandit algorithm. LinUCB only works with observed contextual
features and does not consider hidden features and any
other relations.
hLinUCB [3]: it extends LinUCB to consider hidden
features, but it does not leverage any other relations.
factorUCB [6]: it builds from hLinUCB while considering
users’ friendships. It is the base bandit algorithm under
the meta-path “user!user!arm”.
Best base bandit: the base bandit algorithm with the best
performance.
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A. Experiments on LastFM Dataset.

The LastFM dataset is extracted from the online music streaming service Last.fm2 . It contains three types of
nodes: “user”, “artist” and “tag”, and four types of edges:
“user$user”, “user!artist”, “artist$tag”, “user!tag”. The
LastFM dataset contains 1, 892 users and 17, 362 artists. We
take each artist as an arm. If the user listened to an artist at
least once, the reward is 1, otherwise the reward is 0. We
only keep those users with at least 50 interaction records.
Following [3], we first generate each arm’s TF-IDF feature
vector with all tags associated with the arm. Then, PCA is
applied to reduce the dimension of features and take the
first 10 principle components as the arm’s contextual vector,
i.e., d = 10. We set the dimension of hidden features as 5.
In LastFM dataset, we consider the following set of metapaths, P = { “user!user!artist”, “user!artist!tag!artist”,
“user!artist!tag!artist!tag!artist”}.
The unbiased offline evaluation protocol proposed in [14]
is applied to evaluate algorithms. At each time t, we store
the arm presented to the user (at ), and its received feedback.
Then we create the candidate pool At by including the
served arm along with 24 extra arms the user has interacted
with (hence |At | = 25, 8t). The 24 extra arms are drawn
uniformly at random so that for any arm a the user interacted
with: If a occurs in some set At , this arm will be served
1/25 of the times. The algorithms are evaluated by Click
through-rate (CTR), which is the ratio between the number
of positive reward an algorithm receives and the number of
recommendations it makes. In particular, we use the average
CTR in every 400 iterations (not the cumulative CTR) as the
evaluation metric. Following [2], we normalize the resulting
CTR from different algorithms by the corresponding logged
random strategy’s CTR.
Evaluation results. Figure 2a shows the normalized CTRs of
six algorithms. One can observe that the HUCB algorithm
achieves the highest CTRs, while the LinUCB algorithm
has the lowest CTRs. The HUCB-EW algorithm performs
worse than HUCB algorithm, implying the effectiveness of
dynamically ensembling base bandit algorithms. For LastFM
dataset, the best base bandit algorithm is that under the
meta-path “user!artist!tag!artist”, and its performance is
similar with the HUCB-EW algorithm. Although it may not
be obvious in Figure 2a due to the scale of y-values, the
factorUCB algorithm is slightly better than the hLinUCB
algorithm, especially in the beginning phrase.
B. Experiments on Yelp Dataset.
The public Yelp dataset3 contains users’ reviews on
businesses on Yelp. Each business in the dataset is associated
with a number of categories and its location. For example,
2 http://www.last.fm

3 http://www.yelp.com/academic
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Fig. 2. Experimental results on real datasets.

one restaurant named “Filiberto’s Mexican food” is located
at “Avondale”, and associated with the following categories:
{ “Mexican”, “Restaurant”}. Thus, the dataset contains four
types of nodes: “user”, “business”, “category” and “location”,
and four types of links: “user$user”, “user!business”,
“business$category”, and “business$location”. We take
each business as an arm, and consider the following set of
meta-paths P = { “user!business!category!business”,
“user!user!business”, “user!business!location!business”
}. We construct the contextual vectors as follows: we first
generate feature vectors from the business’s raw attributes,
including geographic features, categorical features, average
rating and total review count, as well as attributes. Then,
we apply PCA on the feature vectors, and take the first 8
components as contextual vectors 4 . We also normalize each
contextual vector, i.e., ||xa ||2 = 1, 8a, and set the dimension
of hidden features as 3. The original 5-scale ratings are
converted to a binary-valued feedback between businesses
and users, i.e., high ratings (4 and 5) as positive(1) and low
ratings (  3) as negative(0). We only keep users with more
50 positive feedbacks.
Evaluation results. Following similar procedure of experiments on LastFM dataset, we compare all algorithms with
normalized CTRs. The results are shown in Figure 2b. Similarly, we can observe that HUCB achieves the highest CTRs,
followed by HUCB-EW, the best base bandit algorithm,
factorUCB, hLinUCB and LinUCB. On Yelp dataset, the
best base bandit algorithm is the one under the meta-path
”user!item!location!item”. It is reasonable, since location
is pretty important when people choose where to consume.
Moreover, the performance of HUCB-EW is better than the
best base bandit algorithm. This is because selecting suboptimal base bandit algorithms enables the bandit to explore
from different aspects, thus contributing to better performance.
The Yelp dataset contains more arms than LastFM dataset, thus
the benefit will be larger.
V. Related work
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has studied
contextual bandit with heterogeneous information network.
4 We

use a smaller dimension since the dataset is larger.
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However, two lines of work are closely related.
Contextual bandit algorithms. Contextual bandit is an important technique to balance the exploitation-exploration tradeoff, in various applications such as recommender systems
and information retrieval [15]. LinUCB [2] and Thompson
Sampling [16] are two representative algorithms for contextual
bandits. A large number of algorithms have leveraged various
side information to assist bandit learning. For example, relationship among users were leveraged in [4], [5], [6]. And in
this paper, we only compare with [6] since it has the best
performance among these works. Wang et. al. [3] developed
the hLinUCB algorithm to learn hidden features in contextual
bandit. Zeng et. al. [17] designed algorithms for contextual
bandits with a time-varying reward function. Above algorithms
either do not leverage relations among users and arms, or
leverage only one type of relation. Different from them, in
this paper, we simultaneously leverage rich relations from
heterogeneous information network to assist bandit learning.
Two previous works [18], [19] also designed algorithms to
combine multiple bandit algorithms. However, they consider
a different setting, where each time only the selected base
bandit algorithm can be updated. In our work, each base bandit
algorithm captures users’ preference under the corresponding
meta-path, thus we need to update each base bandit algorithm
with the received feedback. The difference in problem settings
requires us to design different weight updating procedure
and arm selection strategy. Moreover, it is straightforward to
leverage other base bandit algorithms of non-linear reward
model [20], Thompson Sampling [16], etc.
Recommendation with HIN. Several algorithms were proposed to tackle the recommendation task based on HIN. Based
on existed data, Yu et. al. [8] proposed a framework, which
first learns users’ and items’ latent features under multiple
meta-paths, then combines these latent features by a weighted
mechanism to do recommendation. Shi et. al. [9] took users’
ratings to items to build a weighted HIN, based on which metapath based methods are used to do recommendation. Zhao
et.al. [10] further generalized meta-path to meta-graph, and
combined it with factorization machine for recommendation.
However, these algorithms are only applied to offline learning,
while our algorithm, based on the bandit technique, is an
online learning algorithm. Moreover, our algorithm can be
easily extended to leverage weighted HIN and meta-Graph.
VI. Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel contextual bandit framework,
which utilizes a given HIN to improve bandit learning. We
develop the HUCB algorithm to leverage rich heterogeneous
information in HIN by dynamic ensembling a set of base
bandit algorithms that learn users’ preference under different
meta-paths. Experiments on real datasets from LastFM and
Yelp demonstrate the superior performance of the HUCB
algorithm.
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